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From July 1 to 15th God made a platform to speak in Dunajska Luzna, SK, to His 11 children and His
staff who all came with open minds. 7 from Czech republic, 3 from Slovakia, 1 from Hungary. 6 of
them were returning to the spiritual mountain as Moses did to meet God and listen to His
words. They carried the heart to prepare for the blessing on D Day.
God directly guided us. We wrote down the questions that were on your minds and needed
answers; we reflected on how God has loved us, guided us throughout our lives- also throughout
last year- and also how we have loved and attended God.
Jesus tearfully came to touch our hearts a few times. We studied in great details John the Baptist
position, since we are in such position in front of the returning Lord.
We experienced the joy of Jacob and Esau tearfully united in love through the victorious heart
unity of two physical brothers. The elder one came last year and became an active member of
Czech CARP; he came again and brought his younger brother. We also experienced the deep joy of
physical elder sister/younger brother being so closely united through True Parents; they created a
beautiful atmosphere through music.
The staff looked closely at their lives in the light of the Principle, sincerely repenting,
understanding the path that is coming in the immediate future and making plans to fulfill. What

was very much on our mind was the amount of indemnity it takes to build the Temple and the
reality of True Father creating one nation for God.
True Father spoke as we taught his course. It was an intense lecture about the foundation he came
on. He wanted to make sure we could remember that he did not come on the clouds but that
many people in history suffered and paid the indemnity necessary for the LSC to come and fulfill
his mission. We understood that this foundation is each day in Father’s heart, “Because of so much
sacrifice and foundation, I must succeed”
The resurrection diagram came each day on the board. One of our deep questions was: how can
we have the spiritual level to attend True Parents at this time of D Day? It became clear that on
the way to inheriting the heart of True Parents we need to inherit the heart of adopted child, and
true child. We can only feel like a grateful adopted child when we are reborn in love, which means
we love God with all our heart, mind and soul and love our neighbor as our self. We understood
clearly that we cannot support True Parents’ providence unless we sincerely repent, receive God’s
forgiving love and are reborn. A forgiven adopted child can love his adopted siblings who are also
forgiven. Then we can all reach the level of true children and understand Father/Mother better
and as we take more responsibility we share the heart of True Parents, and their desperation to
attend God..
We can relate to True Parents with the heart of servant of servant with fear, or the heart of servant, or with
the heart of a grateful child, or with the heart of a true child who loves and attends his/her parents, or with
the heart of a parent who desperately longs for his children.. as God does.. Up to us!
We are grateful for our sister Renata and her team in the kitchen who made miracles each daytransforming a small budget into healthy/tasty food.
On the days of great heat swimming helped us replenish our body, bring oxygen to our brain and get it
ready to absorb the word of God. Rafting was on the challenge day.
We are grateful to our elder brother Peter Zoehrer who brought his enthusiasm and amazing life story to
help our students realize the miraculous work of God in our lives.
Our lecturers were Igor Koromhaz, NL of SK, Tibor Krebsz, NL of HU, and Beatrice Clyburn, NM of Poland/
Warsaw pastor. Our dedicated staff was Petra and Eva, the former and current CARP leaders of Cz
republic. Pani Eva was our mom and healer.
Such a practical workshop on high level of attendance and sincerity we recommend to everyone for their
guests and for themselves!

True Mother’s course taught us clearly that hers is the course each of us has to walk, the model
course of all women – as well as men- of history, the course to victory through perseverance and
faith.
“On your way to heaven you must not experience only the heavenly side. You must taste the dungeon of
hell, too. That will finally be the most precious part of God’s grace. By doing so you will become strong and
you can mature all around into a wholesome personality, God’s personality. Then you will appreciate
heaven better and some day you will have something you can be proud of: your record of victory and
perseverance. It will give you pride.” True Mother Feb 1977

